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Introduction
This report presents the results of the Prestressed Timber
Project conducted at the Fritz Engineering Laboratory, Lehigh
Unfversity during the school year 195'2-530
Although this report is not intended to be a design manual,
it is important to consider the factors which influence the
sele.ction of ~. working s"tress and to' cons1,der their re'lationship
to any new factors introduceo hy prestressing o
"Working stresses are not derived directly from 1aboratory- .
test values but rather are hased on determination of intermediate
basic-stress values for defect-free wO.od. Values 'for basic stress
are, in effect, working stresses for clear, straight-grained lumber."l
. ,
In the derivation of basic-stress values , consideration has
been given to:
(1) Variebili ty in the strength of clear wood-" consider'ation
must be given not to the material of average strength buts to
the weakest piece that may be used~ Tests have shown that
a major fuctor contributing to the varialility in the modulus
of rupture is the density of the wood and specifications now
include a density criterion for southern pine and Douglas fir.
(2) Duration of loed~Tests have demonstrated that the load
required to break beams in long time loading.is abouttwo-thirds
of that required to Qreak" them under ordinary static loading
in the laboratory. When the duration of stress is shortened
still further, as in impact loading, the load· required to break
, 1
a timber is increased over that observed in static bending tests o "
1 °Prederick .F. 1:1angaard, "The IVIe chanica1 Prope.rties of Wood",
Part 3, p. 206.
vi
.~
(3). Accidental overloading---this provision is made for
.the posSibility of small accidential overloads to which the
structure might be subject.ed o
Timber does not have the same elastic properties in all
directions but exhibits characteristics according to the direction
of the applied force with respect to the grain and the annual
growth rings o
The above notation is:
T: an axis tangent to the growth rings o
R = an axis radial with respect to the growth rings.
L: a longitudinal axis o
ttTwo principal theories have been advanced to account for' the
discrepancies among compres8ive~ tensile and bendinr!' properties
of wood o n
1. Bach-B~umannTheory. - "~~eolder theory, arlvanced by
Bach and Baumann explains the bending behavior of a rectangular
wooden beam by considering the stress-strain curves in direct
. I
tension Dnd direct compression." The direct tension curve and the
direct compression curve is considered to represent the strain
variation for the tension and compression fibers of the bent beam o
The neutral axis shifts under this theory towar3 the tension side
and the proper tension or compression value is obtained by equa.ting





20 Ne\:J1in-Trayer Theory-"New1in and Trayer advanced the
theory that only by some supporting action among fibers could
-.
the variations in modulus of rupture and proportional limit with
changes in depth and cross-section be explained."
ftBrief1y, the theory argues tha.t the slender, hollow,
tapering cells comprising the great mass of woody tissue act in
compression someHhat like small Euler columns, restrained against
buckling as a whole and partially restrained against buckling
of the cell walls by their neighbors by means of the ~ignin
1
encrustation which serves to bind the individual cells together o "
All test specimens used in these tests were structural Grade
Douglas fir (Coast Region) of nominal 2" X 6" cross section,
surfaced on four sides to I 5/8" x5 5/8". Coupons used for making-
the test of small, clear specimens were sawed from the original
stick used in each respective test o The timber used in these tests
was obtained from the Brown-Borhek Lumber Companyo
1 0 Albert Go Ho pietz, nStress-Straln Relations in Timber Beams
of Douglas Fir 't , po 19
viii
Notation
A cross sectional area.
'. c distance from neutral axis to extreme fiber.
e end eccentricity of prestressing wire measured from the
neutral axis.
E unit strain.
E modulus of elasticity
I moment of inertia of cross-sectional area.
Kradius of gyration
~ a buclding constant depending upon beam characteristics
1,L sp'a.n length o
M bending moment
p,p distance to a fiber on which stress is computed o
p total transverse load; total force in prestressing vires o
Per critical buckling load
SJ~ mormal unit stress,
TH horizontal component of total prestressing force
Tv vertical component of total prustressing force.
~ deflection at centerline o
Notation used in section 1II-4 is defined as pr.esented o
ix
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Section I - Test of a Non-Prestressed Timber Beam
1. Object of the Test:
The object of this test was to test a beam of the same size
as the pre-stressed beams under the s~ae loading conditions for
comparison 1vith the resul ts obtained on pre-stressed beams.
2. Test Procedt~e and Experimental Apparatus:
The test set-up for the static bending 'test is illustrated in
Pigure 1.::1. A synrrnetrical, two point (or "third point") loadin'g
was selected since the bending moment distribution along the beam
is similar to that for a uniform loading and the'middl'$ third of
the beam is subjected to pure bending if we neglect the weight of
the beam.
The rollers located at the 'ends and points of loading were free
, to move horizontally and the frictional forces at these points is
negligible. Steel bearing plates were provided at the ends an~
points of loading to distribute the loads over a finite area and
thus prevent the 'tvood fibers from crushing locally. A lQlt WF beam
was placed e.oross the testing machine base. The deflections of this
steel beam were considered negligible since the loads which caused
failure of the timber beam have small effect on a steel beam of this
section.
The loads were applied by a 60,000 pO¥nd Baldwin-Southwark
hydraulic testing machine. The lo'tvest possible cross-head speed was
used throughout the test.
Deflection measurements were made with a piano wire, and a scale
placed at the center of the span. The piano wire was attached to
the beam at one end by means of a nail driven into the beam at the
neutral axis and was hung OVer a nail at the other end. A weight
attached at this end of. the beatl held the wire taut throughout the
testing. The scale at the center of the span was divided into twen-
ty divisions to the inch.
\Non-Prestressed Beron Test (Cont'd~)
A vrhitt:maore strain gage was used for strain measurements and
lO" gage lengths were provided at the center of the span on both
vertical faces at selected fibers as shown in Figure 1-2. Cylindri-
cal steel Whittemore gage point rec~ivers were attached to the tim-
ber beam with cement at the. points mentioned above.
An initial load was applied to the beam and thereafter increments
of load were applied as shown on page 76. When the machine load
scale was changed from low to high range, there was a noticeable
break in the readings. This can b& attributed to poor initial adjust-
ment of the scales.
3. Control Tests - small, clear specimens:
These tests were conducted in aocordance with A.S.T.M. Stand~rd
Methods of Testing ~mall.• Clear Specimens by Prof. J. O. Liebig and
, i
Mr. Howard Tchou with the results shown in Appendix A. !
4. The F'lexure Formula as Applied to Timber Beam Design or Analysis!
The following assumptions are generally made in deriving the
flexure formulas
..( a) The proportional .limit is not exceeded.
(b) The modulus of elasticity in compression equals the modulus
of elasticity in tension and is a constant.
(c) Strain is proportional to the distance of the fibre from the
neutral axis.
(d) Plane section ber'ore bending remains a plane section after
bending.
(e) The loads act in the plane which contains the centroidal axis
of the beam.
(f) Shearing strains are neglected.




Non-Prostressed Beam Test (Cont'd.)
in which S = unit stress, due to bending, on a fiber at a distance
p from the neutral axis of the cross-section.
I c moment of inertia of the cross-sectional area about the neutral
axis ..
M = bending moment at the section considered.
p = distance from the nueDral axis to the fiber on whioh the
stress is desired.
The results of this test are analyzed at the end of this section
and the effectivoeness of the flexure formula discussed.
Hansen in "Hodern Timber Design" says "Since the strength of' wood
in tension and compression along the grain is very different, being
muoh greater in tension, it probably seems unreasonable that wood beams
should behave in a manner similar to'homogeneous or. isotropic materials~
Form faotors have been devised to alter the flexure formula as
applied to various cross sections in order that design and analysis
results obtained more nearly approach experimental results. The reader
is referred to "Form Factors of Beams Subjected to Transverse Loading
. "Only, :by J. A. Newlin and G. W. Trayer, Tech. Bull., 1310,? U.S. Dept.
Agr., 1941, for 'further information on form factors.
The Medulus of Rupture affords a means of comparison of the ulti-
mate strength of beams. It is not, however, the stress in a fiber




24.1 = 11, 650 psi.
1 Howard J. Hansen, "Modern Timber Design", p. 52
14- :
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Non-Prestressed Beam Test (Cont'd.)




Beam Load strain(x 10 )












Compressive Stress (Whitt'emore Gage No.2)
Unit -6)Beam Load strain{x 10 Modulus of Elasticity









s ;:: 20P(2.44) ;:: 2.03P
24.1





I ;:: 24.1t> :: 2.44
,(b) Tabulation ·showing stresses computed by the flexure formula.
, S :: ¥ M;:: 20P
. f] tf .







Non-Prestressed Beam Test (Cont'd.)
6. Analysis of Data
The tabulations 5(a) and 5 (b) and Fig. 1-3 showing a profile
_of the streBses at the centerline of the beam verify rather closely
the flexure formula as applied to ~ rectangular section with a form
factor equal to unity. These data support the theory regarding a
shift of the nentral axis toward the tension side of the beam. Each
fiber on the con~ression side is oonsidered to be a Euler column.
The fibers at -the extreme top of the beam are stres-sed more than
those near the neutral axis. The theory- is advanced that the less
stressed fibers lend support to the most stressed fibers and that
local compression failure by crushing can take place at the top of
the beam with the result being a shift in the neutral axis toward the
tension side of the beam.
Figs. 1-4, 1-5, and 1-6 show the variation of fiber unit st;rain
with total external load in pounds. The location of these fibers is
shown in Fig. 1-2. At a value of about 3500 Ibs. of total external
load the function becomes non-linear which indicates the proportional
limit was reached.
Tensile or Compressive stress on each of two fibers is plotted
versus total load in pounds in Fig. 1-7. Values up to 3000 Ibs.uare
taken but values greater than 3500 were not taken since the stress-
strain relationship is non-linear above this point. It can be ob-
served that the theoretical and actual curves follow each other close-
lye
The values of the.modulus of elasticity shown in the appendix'
obtained in the test of a small clear specimen of 28 11 span is
1.63 x 106ps i. and the value obtained from the test of a 2 11 X 6n x 10'0"
span as sho1v'u on Fig. 1-8 is 2.03 x 106ps i. This discrepancy is
largely due to the influence of shear. This variation of the modu~us
with the lenGth of span is shown in Fig. 1-9 which is taken from
/6
Non-Prestressed Beam Test (Conti d.)
National Advisory Co~mittee for Aeronautics Report 180 by Trayer
and March.
7. Conclusion: Tho modulus of rupture for the simple beam was exactly
equal to the modulus of rupture for Pre-stressed Beam Number One.
,A general conclusion cannot be drawn from such limited testing, but
the decision was made to devise a better method of inducing the pre-
stress. The revised method of pre-stressing is discussed in section
III.
/7
SEC T ION II
P R E-S T RE SSE D B E AM' N o. 1
/8
Figure 2 - 1
Pre--stressad Beam Number One prior to test.
/9
L__ ---..:..- _
Figure 2 - 2
Pre-stressed Seam Number One in Testing Machine.
L....- ---=-20
Figure 2 - 3
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FIG. 2 - 12
Manner of First Failure of Large Beams (From U.S.Forest Service
Bulletin 108 p. 56)
Peroent of Total Failing by
Species Total Number


































































































These tests t-lere made on beams ranging in cross-section from 4" tr:: lO"
to 8" x 16", and ''lith a span of 15 ft.
30
section II Pre-stressed Timber Beam Number One.
1. Object or the Test: To determine the behavior of a pre-stressed
timber beam in a static bending test and the feasability of further
tests after comparison with results obtainable with an ordinary
timber beam.
2. Test Procedu~e and Experimental Apparatus.
Figure 2-1 is a photograph of the beam. taken prior to pre-
stressing•. The-beam was placed in the testing machine as shown
in Figs. 2-2 and 2-3 and the pre-stressing force was applied by
~urning nuts a.t the end of each of the two wires. The unit stress
in each wire prior to application of the external load was approxi-
mately 127,000 psi.
The external load w~s applied at the third points and the details
at the points of support and loading were the same as those described
in I-2 of this ~eport.
Deflection measurements were made with a piano wire and a scale
placed at the center of the span as shown in Fig. 2-4.
SR4-AID eleotrical strain gages were use'd to measure the strains
in the pre-stressing wires. The location of these gages is shovTn in
Fig. 2-4. Straihs in the timber were not measured.
An initial load was applied to the beam and thereafter increments
of load were applied as shown on page 77.
3. Stresses due to pre-stressing.
If we neglect, at first, the effect of deflection and consider that
the tension T th both wires has a total horizontal component TH less
than the critical buckling load discussed in II-4, we can calculate
3/
Pre~Stressed Timber Beam Number One (CQntfd.)
the stresses due to the pre-stressing force as ,follows:
.. r;, )M': 7;.;K - ?He
~ ~fT; (Wht.?// ~X > !He)
I~ ,c .J
'S;:=: 7H ~ (~;( -, 1H~~f
;0 A Ix















Ave. 13 & 14 = 128 ksi.
T = 198,OOO (2)(0.007854) = 2010 lbs. = (Total Pre-stressing Force)
TH = ~i:~ (2010) = 2000 Ibs. e = 1.63 in. 4I = 24 .. 1 in.
/
2000 (1.63) (2. 81) = 380 psi """'<F------'---------THep /1
24.1
TvO x = 153(2.81~ - 17 8 """'<Olll!E~r' 24.1 x - • x ----,-----------
Pre-Stressed Timber Beam Number One (ContI d.)
A method of successive approximation can be applied if the axial
load is large enough to seriously affect the defle c tion. In appl ying
this method to the following equation, Uhe assumption that the de-
flection is a linear function of x is sometimes made and vre .vrould
get the additional .moment diagram shown below. 'A cqnverging value
for the deflection indicates that enough trials have been made.




Fig. 2-11 shows the stresses induced in this particular beam
prior to application of external load. Stresses in .the beam due to
the application of external load in addition to the pre-stressing
load can be calculated provided simultaneous values of the external
" i
load and the tension T are known. The method of least work can be
used to determine these simul taneous 'values. l
4. Critical Buckling Load
Professor E •. R. Johnston of the Department of Civil Engineering
and Mechanics has derived the,following equation to deterrnine the
critical buckling load for a beam subjected to pre-stressing forces
applied as previously discussed.
EI
I?




Euler value for a pin ended colmnn.
_ ".2(2.03 x ~O?)(2.00)
PCI' - (120)2 PCI' :: 2790 Ibs.
1 Henry S. Jacoby and Roland P. javis,"Timber Desilm and Construction"._.~ . p. 172
•Pre-stressed Timber Beam NUmber One (Cont'd.)
5. Results of the Test.
Figures· 2-5, 2-6, and 2-7 show values of total external load
applied to the beam plotted versus the unit strain in each of the
wires (gages 12, 13, and 14) indicated in Fig. 2-4.
The proportional limit of the 0.10 inch diameter wire used for
the pre-stressing is about 165,000 psi. and only about 0.7% elonga-D ,
tion OCOUI'S before reaching a tensile stre,ss slightly over 220,000 psLl
The stress in the wires can be computed from the expression: S = E€
as long as this value is not exceeded. Figures 2-8, 2-9, and 2-10
show the total external load applied to the beam plotted versus the
unit stress -in'eaoh of the wires (gages 12, l~, 14) indioated in
Fig. 2-4. The readi~staken just prior to fail1,lre indicate that
the total pre-stressing foro,e was 2,765 pounds l>lhich is slightly less
than 'the oritical buckling load computed in II-4.
One of the wires failed at the .root of. the threads at one oon-
nection p~int, and the timber failed in tension. The modulus of
rupture for this beam was exactly equal to the modulus of rupture
.
of i the non-prestressed beam. H01.rever, an eccentric application of
the load due to poor placement of the loading beam probably contri-
buted to early failure.
The wire used to indicate deflection was obstructed by the ,
loading beam and hence a load~deflection curve is no.t' included for
this test.
1 H. J.' Godfrey, "Steel Wire for Prestressed Concrete", Proceedings




Pre-stressed Timber Beam Ntimber One (Gonttd.)
6. Gonclusions for Pre-stressed Beam No. 1
a. Timber is from 2 to 5 times stronger in tension than in compression
and Fig. 2-12 indicates that 76% of dry Douglas fir failed by com-
ression in a serles of 91 tests of large beams. "The ideal method of
prestressing tL~ber would consist of applying a moment to the beam
without applying ~n axial load. Any applied method will probably
involve the axial load, ho"t-lever,and t-Till thus lower the efficiency
as can be noted in Fig. 2-11 wher~ the axial stress is 32% of the
total stress on the top fiber at the centerline.
Q. Application of External load increases the pre-stressing force mater-
ially. Consider for ~xample that we had started with a pre-stressing
force 50% larger. This means that a smaller external load could be
applied before the critical buckling load is reached.
I
c. Locating the Hires eccentrically" t01-1ard the top is erroneous. The
horizontal component of the tension T then contributes a moment Te
which is of the same sign as that introduced by the external loads.
3S
. "
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Figure 3 - 1








Fi~e 3 - 2'
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1. Object of 'Test: To investigate the behavior of a timber beam ~ub­
jected to an axial load and an end moment and to test the ef£ective-
ness ofa device for transferring moment into a timber beam.
2. Test Procedure and Experimental Apparatus
Figure 3-1 shows the test set-up for Prestressed Timber Beam
Number Two-Tests A and B. Test A was performed without lateral sup-
port being provided and was terminated when the beam was about to
buckle. Test B was started after lateral support was provided near
the centerline and was te~linated when difficulty was encountered
with the prestressing device.
The end connection for transferrinG the prestressing load from
the wires to the timber is shmm in Figure 3 - 2. Provision Has
made at both ends for limited horizontal and vertical movement. Th~
prestressing force was applied to all wires simultaneously through
a plate. This plate contained a central threaded hole with a bolt
attached. By turninG the bolt head with a ratahet wrench the plate
was moved a't-1ay from the end connection thus stressing the Hires.
An SR4-A12 strain gage was provided on each of the four wires
used for prestressing as shown in Figu~e 3-la. Strains were meas-
ured at seleoted points along the timber beam as shown in Figure 3-
lao
Deflections were measured with a piano wire and 'a scale in a





3. Computation of stre.sses in Timber - TGS~ A
eI./'f-.p
~-_-'._--~----_._-------_._._. -~{ ..... - .. '. .. ..... " ... ....~




Consider the fibers represented by s·train gage number 1. The
wire load-timber stress curve for these fibers is plotted in
. Figul"e 3"'!9.
s P [1 eo ]=A - F
= p
1 . , [1 8(2.81) lS (Q;fi) 2.61
'.
.' AssUfTling that the ti:tnber strains beloH the proportional limit
vary lin,~arly from. the neutral axis and that Hooke's law holds,
we may also write: S= Be •. (E = 2~65 x l06pai )
54'






















































































.L E Wiresd P S = 0.834 P €. Timber 6 S = E€
in. lin. x 10-, POlmds p. s.~. in. lin. x 10- I .p. s. 1-
-;-----~-----.-~-.-.--.:.-..---.-~~-.-- ---.__.._-_._-- _ _..... -. "--"--'1--_.'---'--- .._.- _ .
i I
219
Consider the fibers represented by strain gage number 5. The
wire load-timber stress curve for these fibers is plotted in Fig. 3-10.
S
- pIA f 1 + ~ 'J -- 1. 053 P.. l K- (Compression Fibers)
'.
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in. / in. x 10-6
S = Ef.
p. s. i.
219 231 80 212
462 486 170 451
666 702 260 689
932 981 360 954
1158 1220 460 1220
1375 1450 540 1431
1588 1675 630 1670
1780 1878 730 1933
2060 2170 810 2140
2340 24'70 910 2410
56
Timber stresses - Gage No.2 - Compression.Fibers -
I S ='1.0·53P E Timber 6; P S == Ee
Pounds p. s. 1- in./in. x 10-, p. s. i.
_Il"....... ".. '''''''''. hi ill' i
- 219 231 120 318
462 486 255 675
666 702 370 982
932 981 5~0 1352
1158 1220 635 1685
1375 1450 '755 2000
1588 1675 875 2320
1780 1878 978 2590
2060 2170 1130 3000
2340 2470 1290 3420











219 183 80 - 212
~'
462 3~5 170 452
666 555 240 637
932 777 340 900~
1158 966 440 116l?
1375 1148 510 1352
1588 1325 610 1618
-
1780 1485 690 1830
2060 17'20 800 2120
.. ,
2340 1955 940 2490
40 The ~ateral Buckling Problem.
• ,c..l:.c""
I
"A mathematical analysis of the lateral elastic instability.
of deep rectangular beams 1eaas to the fo11owi~ general ,expression:
tfEI2CK
,p : F - ....t~f~-
P = 'The critical buckling load
E: The modulus of elas tici,ty along the grain
12=. The moment of inartiaabout the principal vertical axis
G: The i modu1us of rigidity in torsion
",
K: The torsion constant of the section'
L: The span,_
F: A constant depending upon the loading and fixity
'condi tions. "1 .
l·George W: Trayer and H.W. March,"Elastic Instability of Membe~s hayiQS
Sections Common in Aircraft Cons.truction". N.A.CoAo Report Noo)/j2 pojt)jo'
For this p'articular set -up we have: (Test A) "Case 10.-
A thin, deep, rectangular beam subjected to a constant bending
moment M and an axial thrust 'pI, with its ends restraineq.ul
Applying this equation to ou,r particular be'am we have:
K=_Bdb3
However, in this case, Mact.:- 8 pI ;" 2?,300 in -Do
Since Mact. < Mer., lateral el-astic 'instability is not cri'tical
psi
--
." ~ 1, .
,,'
.,
Where 13=a const. depending upon the ratio of d to b.
B=- 00269· 3
K: 0.269 (5.62) (1.62) : 6.5 6
As surning G = 1/16 E: 2 "6~blO-
1
.Using P = Per (buckling about Y-axis) = 2790 pounds.
I 2= Ill? (5.62) -( 1, • 6?) 3 = 2.02 in 4.





• '; j ','\j
Mer: 113,000 in"~.#
!-'or this beam. In fact a moment of this magnitude \>Jould put us well
beyond the proportional limit. The above e.quation has meaning insofar
as it reveals that buckling about the vertical axis is critical for
this case and that lateral instabili tyoGours in the plastic range,o
Trayer and March in N.A.C.~. Report No o 382 have worked out and
,
experimentally verified various cases ,of loading for lateral instability
and state as one of their conclusions: "No arbitrary moment-of-inertia
ratio can be used 1111 th certaintyo Each particular case must be studied
I·George W'. Trayer and H. W6 March, "Elastic Instability of Members
HaVing Sections Com."Tlon in Aircraft Construction". MoA.C.A. Report
No'. 352 po3839
..
individually and lateral support must be provided in accordance
with the tendency of the bearnto buckle laterally rather than




5. Results of Test A.
Figures 3-5, 3-6, 3-7 and 3-8 show plots of the total wire
, load versus the unit strain in the timber. The unit strains
vary linearl~ with the external l()ad uI> to the point \vhere th~
test was halted. A prestressing load-deflection curve is plotted
in Figure .3-4.
Section III~3 shows the' computati'ons m.a<ie for plotting the
Wire Load-Timber Stress curves shown in Figures 3-9 and 3-10.
~
,The points selected for plotting were located at the quarter
points of thebaam and the two caloulated stresses closelyap.
proach each other. However, the stresses computed for gages
No.- 2, and No.4. do not check 'ItJ'ithin reasonable experimental per-
centages. Even oonsideration ,of the added moment P Li does not





6. Computation of Stresses in Timber - Test B•
./ . .
If we make the same assumptions as for Test A, we haye:





Tensile P S = 0.834P Timber 6 S = E£
. Fibers Pounds p. s. 1. in. lin. x 10- p.s.i.
---"
,,-,.........._~.__..:..-_--_....,-_._----,-'~_....




1500 . 12501 520 1380I
I
2000 I 1670 700 1860. /
2500 1 2080 880 2330
3000 2500 1080 2860
! 3500 2920 1200 3440
I ,._,~-.-_ .._-"'~-_.-
I
Gage No. 2 ! s = 1.053PCompr. I 547 260 689.: Fibers I 500
I 1000 1053 . 520 1380
1500 1580 780 2070
2000 2110 1040 2760
2500 2640 1320 - 350'0
3000 3160 1600 4240




















·1If Timber I . S = E t .
. in. lin. x 10-l . . .



















Gage No. 5 S = 1.053P
. Compression









































7. Results of Test B.
Figures 3-12, 3-13, 3-14 and 3-15 show plots of the total
wire load versus the unit strain at selected points in the tim-
ber. T4is .funotienis 1 inear up to the conclusion of this test.
The tota.l '-I,ire load-deflection ourve is shown in Figure 3-
11 ..
In se'otion 111..6 are shown the values of the timber fiber
unit 'stress as computed by t\-10 meth6dr;;. At the quarter points,
these values are in fair agreement but, as for Test A, at the
centerline the values are not satisfactory, even considering
the added moment P.6 •
Figure 3-16' shows a plot of total wire load vs. unit stress





8. Conclusions and Suggestions
. .
a..The devioe vrhich was used to tral').sfer. rn,oment to the timber
beam was satisfacto~y but details of the prestressing device
would have to be altered to obtain a more uniform load in all
wires and to allow more 'load to be applied. Future research"
could be aimed at devising a more :satisfactory and economical
,
moment connection for timber.
b. The wide percentage variations in the.stresses computed in
sections 1II-3 and III-6 are unexplained. A more exact solu-
tionyields values which are also unacceptable. Previous test
results on ordd.;nary beams would exclude an explanation based
on the non-homageniety of timber. ·Mr.A. G. H. Dietz has stated,
"Until' the bending proportional limit is reached, all fibers -
<
tension, compression, outermost and innermost ~ exhibit linear.
stress-strain relati~ns' regardle.ss of whether they have been
stressed beyond the direct stress proportional limit or not
1
and no ..hysteresis appears tl •
c. The possibility of creep in the timber r~sulting ina loss
of prestressinf, force has not been explored in these tests but
could be a major .factor in any application of the method.
d. Buckling presents a problem to be considerea in each case
~epending upon the eccentricity, proportioning of the member and
properties. of the -species to be used. Charts could be prepared v1hich
which would aid in determining critical loads for Ilectangular
beams but this should follow work 9n a satisfactory moment connec-
tion.
e. This test did not include the effect of an ext~rnal transverse
load applied to the member but a future test is planned.
64
f. Any application of the method will have to weigh the cost of
fittings.and prestressing against the gain in load to be applied.
However, ·we must always keep in mind that the gf!.in is a net gain
since the axial force is actually detrimental.
1 Albert G. H. Dietz, "Stress-Strain Relations in Timber Beams of
Douglas Fir" ASTM Bulletin No. 118, p. 27.
65
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A P PEN D I X
Appendix
This Appendix contains data, calculations and curves pertaining
\
to t~sts made on small clear specimens taken from ~he structural size
timbers :used in the testing program. The static bending, compression
. i
parallel to the grain, compression perpendicular to the grain and
block shear tests were made ,substantially ~n accordance with the
A.S.T.M. Standard Methods of Testing Small Clear Speciments of Timber.
(A.S.T.M. Designation: D 143-50.)
Since the structural size employed in the program of tests was
5 5/8" x 1 5/8", the 2 ft X.?ll size recom.monded for small, clear spe-
cimens was not, used. Therefore, the results of these tests.should
not be compared .1'Jith tests of 2 11 x 2 11 specimens.
A tensile test of the prestressing wire used in the beam tests'
is also included in this Appendix.
. .
Tensile Test of 0.10 diamete~ steel pre-stressing wire •
. A tensile test of the O.IOtl diameter speel wire for pre-stressing
was made to determine the value of the modulus of elasticity to use
in other computations.
An attempt vIaS made to measure strains with the vJhittemore gage •.
A 10" gage Has marked off on a I ength of 'Hire and the 1.;ire t-Ias secured
,
at each end by threading. and placing nuts on each end. The strail1
,
measurement ~ 't<J'ere difficul t to make vIi th the Whi tte!!1ore gage and the
curve is not as satisfactory as those obtained by using the SR4 strain
gage.
Failure oocured at the root of the threads and the strength was
not/affected by the impressions made for,placing the hThittemore gage
points.
The author, although not experienced in the use of a Whit~emore
gage , v.16u1d. not recommend the use of a Hhittemore for measuring strains
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Data for Pre-stressed Timber Beam No. 1 10/3152
J.O.L.
J.W.Me.
Gage Dirf. Gage Dirf. Gage Ditf. : Den.
External 'I:j:~!',12:',': '~in Rdg.in/in iri/in slJ· " in/m in/inLoad Load' ,JJl ' ,No. BQ.'u.nds (10-6) xl0-6 x;t0-6 xl~ xlO-6 xl0-6 20 scale




, 2 5770 5330 lq.1
840 850 940
3 -",.,." 6180 6960 5750 16:a5
2040 2230 2210 ,
4 7380 83ho 7020 16.2
'331,0 3h90 3260
~1 5 8650 : 9600 8010 ,16.3
3960 4020 39)~0
6 9300 ! 10130 8750 16.35
hO.5o 4100 4000
1 9390 10210 ,8810 16~38
hJ.60 4150 4100
8 9.500 10260 8910 16.40
426c).:: 4270 ' 4190
9 9600 10380 9000 16.4
4290 4300 42.50
10 I 100 9630 10410, 9060 16.1~j
4340' 4350 4310
11 200 9680 10460 9120 16.3 '
380 4370 4390 4350
12 300 9710 19500 9160 16.1
"
1+410 4420 4390
13 ' 400 9750 10$30 92'00 16.0
W.~50 4460 h440
;J..4 .500 9790 10570 9250 15.97
4470 4490 4460
15 573 9810' , 10600 9270 15.9
4480 4500 4470
16 600 9820 , 10610 928Q 15.9
4520 4540 4520
17 700 ' 9860 10650 9330 15.e5
18
4560 4570 45$0
800 9900 10680 9370 15.5.5\
4600: '4600 4600
19 900 9940 10710 9hl0 15.5
4640 )-1-650 46hO
20 1000 9980 1076'0 ' 9450 15.4
46,70 :4680 , 4680
21 1100 10010' 10790 '9490 15.3,
I i 4710 4710 4720
22 1200 10050 10820 9530 15.2
4750 4740 ' 4770
l;"', . ,.. ,
"
-.. ';~~",; :. :,:::::"".:"'.:';'
77
",
Gage Dlli. Gage ' Diff. Gage Difi. Den.,
External 12 13 14 Rdg.
Load Load Win in/in ~ in/in 'in/in in/in,No. Pounds . (10-6) ::d0-6 xlQ-6 xlO-6 xlQ-6 20 scale
23 . ljoo 1OQ90 10850 9580 15.0
4830 ,\ 4820 4840
24 1500 10170 10930 9650 1.4.65
4890 4880 4920
25 1700 10230 10990 9730 14.5
- 4960 ' 4950 4990
26 1900 i0300 11060 9800 1l~.4
5030 5020 ' 5070
27 ' 2100 10370 11130 9880 lli.3
5100 . 5090 515028, . 2300 10440 ;U~OO' " 9960 '14.2
16510
5170 5150 5230
Z9 2500 11260 10040 14.0
5250 5220 5300
30 2700 10599 " JJJ3,O 10110 13.9
\ 54lO 5370 5480
31 3200 10750: J.J.h80 10290 \ 12.2
5640 . 5590 5700
32 4000 10980 11700 105J.0 ll.2
5690 ' ..-
33 4000 , '11030
-5870 5790 5930
34 4500 112].0 11900 10740 10.5
35 ',-590
iliO '~390 5410
9740 10500 9210 15.1'
* 5030 4980 5080'36 2000 10370 11090 9890 JJ:~.O5400 5330 5470
37 3000 10740 11440 10280 12.0
4500 " 5910 5830 5990
.'
38 , 11250 ' m40 10800 10.8
-;. ;.. ~.
.,1' - 39 '5000 FATI.URE
*Reset' 550 ea~h scale
.....- '. ~., .
78


























. Test B 6

































Uni ts or all measupements e
G
1
a g e. .It L" Gage ' Gage


























































































7430 5850 5400 7270
1390 . 1170 . 1640 . '1390
7900 6100 6020 7660
1850 1890 1960 1950
8360 6820 ~3408220
2160 2090
8670' 7020 . 6720
2420 2530
'8930 7460 0950
3040 2820 "- 3390
9550 775q 7770
3490 . 3460 359,0
10000 839cr 7910
3890 3820
10 10400 ,8750 ,8490
3940 38'00



























































































bd3 I . 4
I =12 =0.6U in.
Section Modulus S =0.736 in.3
11ax. Load P : 1120 lb.





S =S :. 10620 Psi
" DeIDct~Oll @ E.L.
=48Ei • 0.321 in.
Modu1u~ of' Elasticitar for Bending
PLJ .. -~ , .
, E ;;~I =16.3 x lCY Psi,
~1ax. Horiz. Shear
, V P










Rdg. Load Den. @ L1 in Den. @ L1 in . Ave
No. ib. Lt. in. Den. Rt•. in. Den. Den.
"
1 '0 0.0230 0 0.026 O· 0
2 300 0.0235· 0~0005 0.027 00 001 0.00075
3 600 0.0235 0.0005 0.027 0.001. 0.000754 900 0.0235 .0.0005 0.027 0.001 0.00075
5 1200 . 0.0235 0.0005 0.027 0.001 0.00075
6 1700 0.0240 0.001 0.0275 0.0015 0.00125
7 2200 0.0240 0.001 00 0275 0.0015 0.00125
8 2700 0.0255 0.0025 0.029 0.003 0.00275
9 3200 0.0330 0.0100 0.036 o.o~ 0.01
10 3700 0.0485 0.0255 0.052 ,. 0.026 0.026
11 3800 0.0580 . 0.035 . 0.06,0 0.034 0.0345·
12 4200 0.0970 0.064 0.090 , 0.064 O.06h
13 4320 0.1000 0.077 0.10 0.074 0.0755
'14 4540 0.1260 ·0..103 0.129 0.103 0.103
15
Area under Camp. 1.6011 x 2.00" =3.20 in.2
Compression Fiber Stress @ E.L. 750 Psi
Strain @ E.L. -0.0001
Mo,c;}:ulus of inastic:~:tu 75 x 105 P61





Laboratory Tests of Specimens from Pre~tressed 'r.imber Beam
. Compression' Parallel to Grain Test
'.
Rdg. Load .Den. @ Den. @ Ave. ilen•




2 500 0.001 0.00025 0.0006 . Hedge Split
3 . 1000 0.0015 0.0005 0.001
4 '1500 0.00225 0.001 0.00162 Nax. Crushing Strength
5 2000 ;0.00275 0.00+75 0.00225
6 2500 0~OO325 0.00225 0.00275 11500 lb.
7 , 3000 . 0~oo350 0.00300 0.00325 14ax.. CruShing Stress
8. 3500 0.00375 0.00375 0.00375 1.1.340 Psi
9 4000 0.0040 0~Ob45 0.00425
10 h500. 0.0045 -0.0050 0.00475 Hax. Deflection
11 5000 0.0050 0.00575· 0.00537 0.01 in.
12 5500 0.0050 " 0.0060 0.00550
13 6000, 0.00525 0.0065 0.00588
14 6500 .0.00575 0.0070 0.00638" Load @·P.L•
15 7000 0.0060' 9.0075 . 0.00675 8980 ].b.
16 7500 0.0065 0.00775 0.00713 Deflection @ P.L.
17 ·8000 OjOO725 0.0080 0.00763 0.b078518 8500 0.0075 0.0085 0.0080
19 9000 0.00775 0.00875 0.008~5 Fiber stress @ P.L.
20 9500 0.0080 0.0090 0.OO~5 3390 Psi
21 10000 0.00875 0.0095 0.00913
, 22 10500
-




24 ll500 0.010 0.010 . 0.010 ". f'.
25 Hbdulus of Elastici'o/
for Compo Parallel
to Grain
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